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Welcome

Dear Reader,

Since Mr. Putins fallout with the West, Russian officials have been pursuing a 

cooperation with China with renewed vigor  – exemplified by project such as 

involvment in Russian infrastructure; China has signed up to design a 770 km high-

speed railway between the Russian cities of Moscow and Kazan. The Sino - Russian 

cooperation also unfolds in remote areas (at least from an European perspective) as 

our story from Zabailasky shows. This leads to some interesting thoughts and 

investment ideas about China’s emerging middle class and its appetite for healthy 

nutrition.

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas Pierre Trinkler

CEO, Partner

Trinkler & Partners Ltd, Zurich
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Eurasia Outlook ran an article under the

above title on 26/6/15 by Alexander Gabuev

of the Carnegie Moscow Centre: “The news

that Russia’s eastern Zabaikalsky region

would grant 115,000 hectares of land to the

Chinese company Huae Xinban under a 49-

year lease stirred up a maelstrom of

controversy and anxiety in Russia. A survey

conducted by Rosbalt shows that 50.5% of

that news agency’s readers fear such a deal

‘provides fertile ground for China’s

colonization and then annexation of Siberia,

and for a major war.’ Another 40% believe

that the deal will ‘deplete Russian

agricultural land and bring about the kind of

environmental disaster that China has

already experienced.’ Russian readers were

also enraged by comments from retired

Major General Wang Haiyun, a senior advisor

at the China Institute of International Studies

and a former military attaché at the Chinese

Embassy in Moscow. The newspaper

Huanqiu Siabao (The Global Times) cited

Wang as saying that the deal would spur a

relaxation of Russian migration law and a

large-scale influx of Chinese labor into the

Zabaikalsky region.

But the reality is not as scary as most Russian

observers think. A statement on the website

of the Zabaikalsky region indicates that the

deal is so far just a letter of intent.

Furthermore, the region’s Minister of Foreign

Trade Bair Galsanov explained that, with

Warren’s View: Who’s Afraid of Chinese Colonization? 1)

Last year, 20% of the world’s computers and ⅔ of the world’s iPads were made in Chengdu.

this document, the Zabaikalsky

government is doing nothing more than

giving theoretical permission to lease

115,000 hectares of land that the region

does not actually own. ‘The Chinese

company will have to sign lease

agreements with the owners of the land,

both private parties and municipal

administrations. Public hearings will be

held where local residents, district officials,

environmentalists, and social activists can

participate,’ said Galsanov. It needs to

be added that the words of a retired

general printed in an ultra-patriotic,

populist Chinese newspaper merit no more

attention than a similar publication in a

comparable Russian tabloid might.

Nevertheless, the hubbub about the

possible arrival of the Chinese in the

Zabaikalsky region is the second time

within a month that news of China’s

potential investment in Russian land has

caused a commotion. In May, the Russian

Direct Investment Fund and the

government of China’s Heilongjiang

province, which shares a border with

Russia, signed an agreement to establish a

$2 billion joint investment fund for

agricultural projects in Russia and China.

1) This article is included here in full. It has not been

edited down. What is intriguing is that it makes no allusion to

what are reportedly huge numbers of Chinese working in Russia’s

Far East ‘informally’ – certainly more than could ever easily be

evicted.
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‘They poisoned the land in China using

prohibited technologies, and the food grown

on that land absorbed toxic substances. No

one knows whether they might do the same

thing in Russia,’ Pavel Grudinin, Deputy

Chairman of the Agriculture Development

Committee at the Chamber of Commerce

and Industry and Director of the Lenin State

Farm, said in the wake of the first news story.

‘Agricultural chemicals used by the Chinese

are known to be very detrimental to the

soil. Most of the soil in China is so polluted

that it cannot be used for farming. Bees have

disappeared in many areas of China,

poisoned by pesticides. How do we know

that they won’t poison our land if they come

to farm here?’ echoed Oleg Lebedev,

member of the parliamentary Committee for

Natural Resources, Nature Management and

Ecology. ‘Every thinking person understands

that investment is the precursor to

expansion,’ he added. ‘The Soviet Union did

it, the United States is doing it and now

China is doing it.’

Warren’s View: Who’s Afraid of Chinese Colonization? 

Last year, 20% of the world’s computers and ⅔ of the world’s iPads were made in Chengdu.

This kind of reaction is common not only

among ardent newspaper readers and

Russian agribusiness lobbyists, but also

among high-ranking officials. Despite the

marked rapprochement with China that

followed the crisis in Ukraine, Chinese

investment in agriculture remains a highly

charged subject. A Russian official involved

in the development of Russia’s Far East

once told me in Beijing: ‘I see no problem

with giving the Chinese access to strategic

deposits and infrastructure projects. But

not land. I have major doubts about [giving

Chinese investors access to land]. We

inherited the land from our grandfathers

and we must leave it untarnished for our

grand-children.’ Do Chinese investors really

pose such a threat to Russian land or even

to its bees? What lessons can we draw

from the experience that Russia has

already acquired?

Oddly enough, despite the importance of

the subject, there is a dearth of field re-

search on Chinese investment in Russian

agriculture. Vladivostok-based sinologists

Sergei Ivanov and Ivan Zuenko just recently

began this kind of analysis in the south of

Russia’s Primorsky region. A tiny grant from

the Russian Humanities Research

Foundation was enough for several case

studies.
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Their results have yet to be published, but

the researchers say they are quite

interesting: for example, in some ways

Chinese agricultural investors have a better

reputation with local residents and officials

than investors from more developed

countries, such as South Korea. Without

reliable and extensive research, discussions

of the risks and benefits of Chinese

investment in Russian land can only rely on

isolated facts.

Fact 1: There are Chinese agricultural

investors in Russia, and quite a few of them,

though it is difficult to name a concrete

number. I have personally seen many

Chinese farms in the Oktyabrsky district of

the Primorsky region, along the road from

Ussuriisk (Russia) to Suifenhe (China). Some

former Soviet collective farms are now flying

Chinese flags, and from morning until night

their fields are dotted with the silhouettes of

Chinese farmers. Officials and businessmen

say that the Chinese control 75% of

agricultural operations in the neighbouring

Jewish Autonomous Oblast. That number is

difficult to verify, but local residents speak

favourably about the Chinese. They say that

if it weren’t for them, there would be no

affordable vegetables at the region’s

markets. Asian investors even work in the

harsh climate of far northern Yakutia: the

best vegetables in Yakutsk come from a local

Korean farm.

Warren’s View: Who’s Afraid of Chinese Colonization? 1)

Last year, 20% of the world’s computers and ⅔ of the world’s iPads were made in Chengdu.

Fact 2: It appears that the Chinese really do

use harmful fertilizers. Everyone says this,

though yet again there are no reliable

statistics. Certain officials in the Far East

say that the Federal Security Service (FSB)

has data, but it is unclear whether this is

true and, if so, how reliable their numbers

are. Local FSB bosses are a bit hawkish

about their neighbors, as is usually the

case in border regions, in part because the

existence of a threat creates a reason for

them to receive money from the budget

for threat prevention. And that’s about it

when it comes to publicly available facts in

Russia. There is a lot more to be gleaned

from examining Chinese investment in the

agriculture of other countries. This is a

rapidly developing sector of international

sinology, and new field data emerges with

every year. Statistics are available on devel-

oping markets such as Africa, as well as

developed markets such as Australia and

Canada.
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The conclusions are fairly straightforward.

Deborah Brautigam, a professor at Johns

Hopkins University and a leading expert on

Chinese investment in Africa, argues con-

vincingly that the negative image of Chinese

agribusiness in Africa presented in the

Western media is greatly exaggerated. She

emphasizes that Chinese investors are driven

solely by the market, and therefore the

quality of investment (including the level of

soil pollution) depends on a key factor – the

state of the regulatory system in a given

country.

Warren’s View: Who’s Afraid of Chinese Colonization? 1)

Last year, 20% of the world’s computers and ⅔ of the world’s iPads were made in Chengdu.

The Chinese are on their best behaviour in

markets where local governments create

clear rules of the game and closely monitor

the quality of fertilizers used. This has been

the case in Australia, where the

government has made it a priority to

attract Chinese investment in agriculture.

As the middle class in China grows and

becomes increasingly concerned about the

quality of domestic food, organic produce

from Australia, New Zealand and Canada

is becoming wildly popular.

Research by the consulting company KPMG

and Australia’s University of Sydney shows

that Chinese businessmen like

predictability – clear rules of the game and

the potential for a long planning horizon.

This makes long-term contracts, such as

the one that the Zabaikalsky government

wants to sign, the optimal approach: If he’s

not afraid his acreage can be taken away at

any time, an investor will be motivated to

take care of his land rather than exploit it.

The cornerstone of success is control over

land, and produce quality that is strict but

not an insurmountable burden to the

investor. Thus federal officials who worry

about Chinese investment in Russian land

should be less worried about potential

investors, and more worried about their

corrupt colleagues in local administra-

tions.”
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Last year, 20% of the world’s computers and ⅔ of the world’s iPads were made in Chengdu.

A region ten times the size of Switzerland –

http://www.забайкальскийкUS9662441057рай.рф/

Sebastian’s Take: Zabailasky Background.
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Dig it!  http://www.greatbaikaltrail.org/en/node/828

Country Russia

Federal district Siberian

Economic region East Siberian

Established March 1, 2008

Krai Day March 1

Administrative center Chita[5]

Government (as of June 2015)

Governor Konstantin Ilkovsky

Legislature Legislative Assembly

Statistics

Area (as of the 2002 Census)

- Total
431,500 km

(166,600 sq mi)

Area rank 10th

Population (2010 Census)

- Total 1,107,107

- Rank 47th

- Density[10] 2.57/km2 (6.7/sq mi)

- Urban 65.9%

- Rural 34.1%

Population (January 2015 est.)

- Total 1,087,500[11]

Time zone(s) IRKT (UTC+08:00)

ISO 3166-2 RU-ZAB

License plates 75, 80

Official languages Russian

Impression from the Third Zabaikalsky International Film 

Festival. http://www.zmkf.ru/en/2013/

Wikipedia’s Country Summary



China is in transition from an export-led economy

hungry for energy, natural resources and infrastructure

into one driven by a surging consumer class. In a special

report on changing food consumption patterns in China

published in 2014, the World Bank said that the

country’s rapid growth over the past three decades had

“vastly improved diets”. Each person is eating on

average 40 per cent more calories a day than in 1980

with a “shift to a more ‘affluent’ diet” – away from basic

staples to livestock-based products, such as meat and

dairy. “Over the next two decades per capita food

consumption will continue to grow rapidly, with

somewhat faster growth during the coming decade,

driven by income growth,” according to the World Bank.

Growing wealth is also leading to demand for better

quality and safe, reliably-produced food – which some

western brands are perceived as offering – after several

scandals involving tainted food, including baby formula.

The rise of healthy, safe or even organic food is also

expected to draw support from government officials

prioritizing nutrition and environment to spur domestic

consumption in a country where focus has traditionally

always been on industrial growth. As the purchasing

power of China's middle-class grows in light of higher

wages and a subdued consumer inflation rate, more

consumers are now able to focus on health and dietary

concerns.

Source: ft.com, cnbc.com, Bloomberg
www.china-kitchen.co.uk www.wellspere.com

Sebastian’s Take: 慢用
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WhiteWave Foods  (WWAV US) 

ISIN: US9662441057

The WhiteWave Foods Company is a leading consumer

packaged food and beverage company that

manufactures, markets, distributes, and sells branded

plant-based foods and beverages, coffee creamers and

beverages, premium dairy products and organic

produce throughout North America and Europe. The

Company also holds a 49% ownership interest in a joint

venture that manufactures, markets, distributes, and

sells branded plant-based beverages in China.

WhiteWave is focused on providing consumers with

innovative, great-tasting food and beverage choices that

meet their increasing desires for nutritious, flavourful,

convenient, and responsibly-produced products. The

Company’s widely-recognized, leading brands

distributed in North America include Silk® and So

Delicious® plant-based foods and beverages,

International Delight® and LAND O LAKES®* coffee

creamers and beverages, Horizon Organic® premium

dairy products and Earthbound Farm® organic salads,

fruits and vegetables. Its popular plant-based foods and

beverages brands in Europe include Alpro® and

Provamel®, and its plant-based beverages in China are

sold under the Silk ZhiPuMoFang® brand.

Source: Bloomberg

Sebastian’s Take: The WhiteWave Food Company
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This company can be viewed as a longer-term core

holding for growth-oriented investors who want to be

invested in plant-based food and beverages and are

looking for exposure to the Chinese food market.

Listed in Oct. 2012 on the NYSE and capitalized at 8.7 bn

USD, the company experienced exponential growth, 

primarily through acquisitions and by entering into 

joint-ventures with established partners in growth 

markets such as China.

Revenues of 3.52 bn USD, gross profit of 1.19 bn USD, 

EBITDA margin of approx. 11.7% (all data for FY 2014). 

Relatively high debt and price/earnings ratio which is, 

however, in line with a growth company which borrows 

for future expansion. The company does not pay any 

dividends.

12 months price target seen by 18 analysts covered by

Bloomberg is @ USD 52.11. Oppenheimer & Co analyst

Rupesh D Parikh has an outperformance rating on the

stock with a price target of 55 USD/share. The stock

closed @ USD 49.45 on July 24 2015.



The a2 Milk Company Limited (ATM.NZ) 

ISIN: NZATME0002S8

The a2 Milk Company Limited commercializes a2 brand

milk and related products in New Zealand. The company

owns intellectual property that enables the

identification of cattle for the production of a2 brand

milk. The a2 brand milk is cow’s milk that contains A2

beta-casein proteins which, contrary to A1 beta-casein,

contains four times less BCM-7 (beta-casomorphin 7)

and makes it therefore much more easily digestible. The

company also sources and supplies a2 brand Milk in

Australia, exports liquid milk to China and distributes

and markets a2 brand milk and cream. The company

was formerly known as A2 Corporation Limited and

changed its name to The a2 Milk Company Limited in

April 2014. The a2 Milk Company Limited is based in

Auckland, New Zealand. (Source: www.yahoo.com)

Sebastian’s Take: The a2 Milk Company
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Its aim is to transform Moxey into a world-class dairy

farming operation and establish a scalable operating

platform to invest in additional greenfield sites in

southern NSW or northern Victoria for milk production.

Moxey supplies milk to a2. The Perich family controlled

Freedom is the single biggest shareholder in A2 with

19.14 per cent and increased its stake this month. The

Chengdu-based New Hope Dairy has established an

investment fund of up to $500m to be spent on

Australian agriculture. Late last year, the Periches,

Freedom and New Hope struck a deal for part of these

funds, along with money from the Perich family, to be

invested in large-scale intensive dairy farms to bolster

long-term milk supply.

Source: http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/news/a2-milk-firm-

targeted-by-takeover-bid-from-freedom-foods-new-hope/story-e6frg906-

1227409162896

Listed in 2004 on the New Zealand and Australian Stock 

Exchanges, the company has currently a capitalization of 

NZD 550 m. This small-cap experienced substantial 

growth since 2013, when it tripled both revenues and 

gross profit after a successful fundraising in 2012.

Revenues of 131 m NZD, gross profit of 46 m NZD, 

EBITDA margin of approx. 3.8% (all data for FY 2014). 

Low debt ratio as growth is primarily equity financed. 

12 months price target seen by 4 analysts covered by 

Bloomberg is @ NZD 1.00. First NZ Capital analyst Kar

Yue Yeo has an outperformance rating on the stock 

with a price target of 1.17 NZD.

The company is currently a ‘victim’ of a takeover battle 

and the stock should subsequently be considered as 

speculative.

The stock closed @ 0.84 NZD on July 27 2015.

Take-Over battle for a2

On June 22nd, the company’s share price rose by 16%

after it became clear that the billionaire Perich family’s

Freedom Foods and an unnamed leading international

liquid dairy milk company are the mystery bidders for

listed milk company a2 Milk Co. The consortium, which

is believed to potentially include China’s giant New

Hope Dairy company, made an indicative, non-binding

and conditional bid with a view to undertaking due

diligence to determine to whether to enter into a

binding proposal. The Auckland-based company, which

is dual listed on the New Zealand and Australian

exchanges, said the proposal was subject to conditions

including access to due diligence exclusivity, approval

under the New Zealand Overseas Investment Act, and

no change in the number of shares on issue. “The last

condition is particularly relevant as the company was

well advanced in planning for an equity raising,” the

company said. (…) In April the Perich family’s

Leppington Pastoral Company partnered with New

Hope, Freedom and Moxey Farms, one of Australia’s

largest single-site dairy operations, in a consortium

called Australian Fresh Milk Holdings.



Source: Bloomberg

Sebastian’s Take: The a2 Milk Company
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Warren Reed. Following two years’ national

service in the Australian Army, Warren Reed

studied at the University of Tasmania,

graduating in political science and winning the

university’s prize in international relations.

Later, as an Australia-Japan Business Co-

operation Committee Scholar, he carried out

research on Japan’s relations with China and

the rest of Asia in the Law Faculty of Tokyo

University. He then worked for an Australian

resources company in Japan, before being

recruited into the Australian Secret

Intelligence Service (ASIS). After training with

MI6 in London, he served as an intelligence

officer for ten years in Asia and the Middle

East

Meet the Authors

Later, he worked as a consultant to Australian

firms operating in Asia, published a number of

books on the region and also worked for three

years as chief operating officer of the

Committee for Economic Development of

Australia. More recently, he has been occupied

in writing, lecturing and commenting in the

media on intelligence and security matters, as

well as on the emergence of China and India

as global players
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Sebastian C. Steib worked from 1988 until

2014 for UBS AG and its predecessor bank

SBC. From 2013 until 2014, when he became a

partner with Trinkler & Partners LTD, he

managed portfolios for UBS's ultra high net

worth clients in Latin America.

From 1996 until 2013, he led a multi-asset

portfolio management team of UBS Global

Asset Management with assets under

management of approx. 50 bn CHF. He has

been FX Risk Management Adviser with SBC in

Singapore (1993 - 1996) where he has been

responsible for covering the central banks in

South East Asia, having undergone a rigorous

education with the Chicago-based options

trading boutique O'Connor & Partners LLP.

Meet the Authors

Education: Sebastian holds a M.Sc. (Econ) with

honours of the University of Basel and passed

the industry exams, such as CEFA (Chartered

European Financial Analyst) and GARP-FRM

(Financial Risk Manager). He is fluent in

German, English, French, Spanish, Portugese

and Italian and has basic knowledge of

Mandarin.
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Disclaimer

Copyright © 2015 by Trinkler & Partners Ltd. All rights reserved. Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in

whole or in part are prohibited without written permission. This document does not constitute an offer of services in

jurisdictions where Warren Reed and Trinkler & Partners Ltd, do not have the necessary licenses. All information

provided is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. Past performance of

an index is not a guarantee of future results. A decision to invest in any such investment fund or other investment

vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. Prospective investors are

advised to make an investment in any such product or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks

associated with investing in such product, as detailed in a the term sheet or similar document that is prepared by or

on behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other vehicle. It constitutes neither an offer nor a request by or on

behalf of Warren Reed and Trinkler & Partners Ltd. to purchase or sell securities. Inclusion of a security within the

„Meeting of the Minds“ is not a recommendation by Warren Reed and Trinkler & Partners Ltd. Indices to buy, sell, or

hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice. These materials have been prepared solely for

informational purposes based upon information generally available to the public and from sources believed to be

reliable. No content contained in these materials (including index data, ratings, research, valuations, model, software

or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (content) may be modified, reverse-engineered,

reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior

written permission. No warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this information and no liability is

accepted for errors or omissions in such information.

Sebastian C. Steib

CIO and Partner 

Trinkler & Partners Ltd
Wealth Management
Dufourstrasse 107
8008 Zürich

T + 41 (0)44 390 2800
F + 41 (0)44 390 2804

www.trinklerpartners.com
scs@trinklerpartners.com

Meeting of the Minds. Global themes. Global opportunities.
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